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ABSTRACT

Due to the emergence of economic process and alleviation there's a stiff competition among the auto industries that square measure focusing attention in capturing the Indian markets. Indian automotive trade changing into a high trade within the world. however the Indian automotive is one in every of the verge disruption.

Significant four technology trends might troubled trends and amendment the automotive trade. Those technology trends are Electrification, Shared mobility, connectivity and Autonomous driving. In 2030, the share of Electric Vehicles (Includes BEVs, PHEVs, FCEVs and HEVs, across US, EU and China; does not embody delicate hybrids) might vary from 40 to 50 you look after latest vehicle sales. The marketplace for completely or partly integrated in-car motion-picture show systems might grow from eighteen million units in 2015 to fifty million by 2025 (15) given the convenience offered by such systems India is unambiguously positioned to leapfrog personal vehicle possession, and is anticipated to be a frontrunner in shared mobility with shared miles expected to succeed in 35th of all the miles cosmopolitan by 2030 and 50 you interested in 2040. OEMs across the world do that by adding progressive autonomous functions as driving technology and infrastructure improve over time.
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